Application Specialist (various regions in Malaysia and Singapore)

Your responsibilities:
- Pre-sale applications support for Rheology and Microwave Sample Preparation and Synthesis.
- Visits customer sites on a regular basis to give product presentations, perform instrument demonstrations and installation of new products as well as training customers on the correct use of equipment.
- Initiate marketing activities such as seminar, workshop, in house training & solution newsletters.
- Overnight travel is required - approximately 25%.
- Overall responsibility for solidifying the value proposition of Anton Paar to the customer.

Your qualifications:
- B.S. degree in Material Characterization, Chemistry or another technical discipline is REQUIRED.
- At least 2 years of experience in customer support of analytical instrumentation.
- Must possess strong analytical problem solving skills and math skills.
- Strong written and oral communication skills and must be capable of communicating equally well across company lines i.e. with C-Level, Ph.D. level scientists and technicians.
- Fluency in English.

We offer:
- Anton Paar Malaysia / Singapore offers you a unique and rewarding position within an innovative and growing company and sales organisation. We offer a highly competitive salary, an outstanding benefits package and an opportunity for professional growth within the Anton Paar organisation.

Entry Date:
Immediate

Place of employment:
Various regions in Malaysia and Singapore

Contact:
- Send your resume and contact details directly to:

Anton Paar Malaysia and Singapore
Laurent Ducros
General Manager
laurent.ducros@anton-paar.com